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Section One: New and Changed Subject Headings
Compiled by Joanna Hause

The subject headings in this list were selected from the Library of Congress Subject Headings Weekly Lists, available on the Library of Congress web site at:

This list consists of headings selected from the Library’s list numbers 4-7 of 2012.

The following conventions are used, as in previous lists:

Headings are in a single alphabetical sequence, preceded by MARC tags. The record number (Library of Congress control number) follows the heading. The absence of the instruction [May Subd Geog] means that the heading is not to be further divided by place.

The following print constants appear:

UF = Used For
BT = Broader Term
RT = Related Term
SA = See Also
* Asterisks mark lines (or paragraphs) that are CHANGES.

Selected changes to free-floating subdivisions are at the end of the list.

Please send suggestions or comments to me at jhause@seu.edu or by mail to: Joanna Hause, Steelman Library, Southeastern University, 1000 Longfellow Blvd., Lakeland, FL 33801; or fax to: (863) 669-4160.
150 Begging--Religious aspects  [sp2012000687]

150 Begging--Religious aspects--Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]  [sp2012000688]

150 Bible stories, Tamil  [May Subd Geog]  [sp2012002157]
  053 BX4711.2197-BX4711.219795
  450 UF Tamil Bible stories

150 Buddhism--Korea--History--1392-1910  [sp2012001673]
  053 BQ664

150 Buddhist reliquaries  [May Subd Geog]  [sp2012001820]
  550 BT Reliquaries

110 Catholic Church  [May Subd Geog]  [sp 85021043 ]
  450 UF Catholicism ADD FIELD
  450 UF Roman Catholicism ADD FIELD

110 Catholic Church--Byzantine rite, Belarusian  [May Subd Geog]  [sp2011003849]
  410 UF Belarusian Byzantine rite (Catholic Church)
  410 UF Byzantine rite, Belarusian (Catholic Church)

150 Christian sexual minorities  [May Subd Geog]  [sp2012001156]
  550 BT Sexual minorities

150 Clergy, Black  [May Subd Geog]  [sp2012000683]
  450 UF Black clergy

150 Coming out (Sexual orientation)--Religious aspects  [sp2012000892]

150 Coming out (Sexual orientation)--Religious aspects--Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]  [sp2012000893]

150 Dogs—Religious aspects—Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.]  [Not Subd Geog]
  [sp2012001784]

150 English language--Writing--Religious aspects  [sp2012001867]

150 Fasting--Religious aspects--Islam  [sp 85047408 ]
  550 BT Pillars of Islam ADD FIELD
150 Grace (Jewish theology) [sp2012000399]
   550 BT Judaism--Doctrines

150 Health education--Religious aspects [sp2012001532]

150 Health education--Religious aspects--Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.] [sp2012001533]

150 Holy wells--Northern Ireland [sp2012001587]

150 Nuns (Canon law) [May Subd Geog] [sp2011004557]
   550 BT Canon law

150 Presbyterian gay men [May Subd Geog] [sp2012000889]
   450 UF Gay Presbyterian men
   550 BT Christian gay men
   550 BT Presbyterian gays
   550 BT Presbyterian men

150 Presbyterian gays [May Subd Geog] [sp2012000888]
   450 UF Gay Presbyterians
   550 BT Gays

150 Presbyterian men [May Subd Geog] [sp2012000890]
   550 BT Christian men

150 Priests, Black [May Subd Geog] [sp2012000606]
   450 UF Black priests